
Questions to ask a supplier
hotwatermarket.com.au

Supplier: Consultant:

1. Does the price include all system components as well as installation?

2. Is the tradesperson/supplier able to provide any references for previous work undertaken?

3. Does the quote include reimbursement for sale of Small-scale Technology Certificates (STCs) 
    and/or any council/government rebates you may be eligible for?

4. What are the servicing/maintenance requirements of the system likely to be (particularly in cold 
    or humid climates), and are replacement parts available?

5. Does the system have a warranty applicable to the climate that you live in?

6. Will the installation be designed to reduce weathering of storage tanks and heat loss through 
    piping?

7. For solar hot water heaters: Do you have adequate solar access, and what type of booster system
    will suit your situation?

8. For gas hot water systems: Do you have access to natural gas or will you have to use LPG gas 
    bottles?

9. For heat pump systems: Will the system be located in a place where noise from the pump will 
    disturb you or your neighbours, particularly at night?
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10. What system will meet your needs (e.g. number of bathrooms/size of family), climate and 
      situation (e.g. availability of natural gas/hours of sun on your roof)? 

11. Will a Notice of Intent (NOI) and a Certificate of Compliance be submitted for this work?  Will a 
      copy be provided for you records?

12. Check that their registration or licence is current on one of the registers below:
      a) Adjudicators    b) Appointors    c) Builders    d)Building surveyors    e) Painters    f) Plumbers  

Once you’ve met with each of the three suppliers and they’ve answered all of your questions on the 
checklist, you can compare all of their responses while you wait for them to provide you with a quote.  

Additionally, we suggest that you refer to information that we have provided on the  questions to ask a 
supplier page as a source of comparison.  

You can access that page directly at: hotwatermarket.com.au/questions

Hot Water Market
 is proudly owned and operated by
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